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In 1963, Weck redefined the closure market with the introduction of the Hemoclip  Traditional Metal Ligating Clip. Over the last
fifty years, the Weck Brand has continued to refine the science of closure to produce a comprehensive line of metal and polymer
ligation solutions demanded by surgeons around the world. Whether you prefer the classic feel of metal clips, or the modern
flexibility of polymer, Teleflex  offers ligation products designed to suit your distinct preferences and case needs.
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WECK  HEM-O-LOK  POLYMER LIGATION SYSTEM - CLIPS
Weck  Hem-o-lok  Non-absorbable Polymer Locking Clips provide cool secure ligation;
clip locks onto the vessel. The Weck  Hem-o-lok  system is available in a range of clip
sizes Medium, Medium-Large, Large and Extra-Large. The Non-Absorbable polymer clip
is inert, nonconductive, radiolucent, and does not interfere with CT or X-ray diagnostics.
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WECK  HEM-O-LOK  POLYMER LIGATION SYSTEM - APPLIERS
The Weck  Hem-o-lok  Closure System’s unique design and flexible hinge keep the clip
firmly seated in applier jaws. The clip’s distinct tactile feedback confirms jaw seating and
secure vessel placement. Weck  Hem-o-lok  appliers have been designed for exclusive
use with Weck  Hem-o-lok  ligating clips.
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WECK  HEM-O-LOK  POLYMER LIGATION SYSTEM - AUTOMATIC
The Weck  Hem-o-lok  Auto Endo5  delivers 15 true Medium-Large clips on a 5mm
platform. The Medium-Large clip is designed for 3-10 mm size vessels. Designed for
security, the non-absorbable locking polymer clip is inert, nonconductive, radiolucent, and
does not interfere with CT or X-ray diagnostics.
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HORIZON™ METAL LIGATION SYSTEM - CLIPS
The preformed chevron shape of the Horizon™ Clip engulfs tissue with precise tip-to-tip
closure. Heartshaped Titanium wire is designed to give each clip a firm grip on vessels,
while the triangulated cross-section of the clip leg maximizes surface-to-surface contact
between clip and jaw, practically eliminating clip fallout.

HORIZON™ METAL LIGATION SYSTEM - APPLIERS
Our high quality, hand-crafted reusable appliers are designed to give surgeons solid
tactile feedback upon clip closure. Applier color coding matches the color of the ligating
clip cartridge with which it is to be used. Horizon™ appliers are available to meet manual
ligation needs for both open surgical applications and laparoscopic needs. Horizon™
appliers have been designed for exclusive use with Horizon™ ligating clips.

HEMOCLIP  METAL LIGATION SYSTEM - CLIPS
Hemoclip  is synonymous with classic metal ligation. Weck provide two options under the
Hemoclip  portfolio, friction-fit and easy load to meet all surgical preferences.
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HEMOCLIP  METAL LIGATION SYSTEM - APPLIERS
Hemoclip  Appliers are available in a wide variety of jaw types and applier lengths.
Applier color coding matches the color of the ligating clip cartridge with which it is to be
used. Appliers are available in a variety of lengths/tip angles and opens at box lock for
easy cleaning. Hemoclip  appliers have been designed for exclusive use with Hemoclip
ligating clips.
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